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Date: 12/05/2015 Total marks:  80        Time: 2.00 pm to 5.00 pm 

 
Instructions:    1)  Figures to the right indicate full marks. 
  2)  All questions are compulsory. 
  3)  All questions carry equal marks. 

Q1.  A) Answer in brief (Any One)  (05) 
1) What change does Maanji experience in the living conditions in Mumbai? 
2) How did Sher Singh earn the title of ‘Bahadur’? 
3) How were the Kelveys treated at school? 

 
  B) Write a short note. (Any One) (05) 

1) Inside of Doll’s House. 
2) Change in Jimmy 
3) Sher Singh’s adventurous journey through the jungle. 

  
 C) Read the following paragraph carefully and answer the questions given at the end.  
  

 Many animals and plants live in water but not in the same kind of water because not 
all water is the same.  Sea-water, for instance, contains a lot of salt, fresh water contains 
very little.  This is why you do not find the same water-living animals and plants 
everywhere.  The same fish do not live in the sea as in a river, though there are 
exceptions ---- salmon and eels for  example.  In the same way, seaweed does not grow in 
rivers nor does pond weed grow in the sea.  Some ponds contain fewer living things than 
others.  This may happen because there is not enough oxygen circulating in the water.  
Dead plants and animals may lie rotting at the bottom.  If this is so then most of the 
oxygen is being used by the bacteria as they break dead plants and animal remains. 
 
    Wherever plants grow, they compete for space to live as well as for light and air.  
Where trees cause heavy shade--- as they do in a rainforest ---- other green plants cannot 
grow.  The shade cuts off the light and so photosynthesis cannot take place. 
  
 
 

  Questions: 
1) What do the plants compete for? (01) 
2) Why does pond weed not grow in the sea? (01) 
3) How do bacteria affect the oxygen in water? (01) 
4) Combine the sentences using 'whereas'---- (01)  

i) Sea water contains a lot of salt.    ii) Fresh water contains very little.                            
5) Find out the words/phrases which mean the following from the extract.                     (02) 
      i) for example        ii) going round and round             

     
Q2.  A) Answer in brief. (Any One)  (05) 

1) How do you explain Jimmy’s success in Elmore? 
2) Explain the problems that the family faced , in ‘The Rocking-Horse Winner.’ 
3) Describe Maanji’s life in Rawalpindi before the partition. 

A 
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  B) Write a short note. (Any One)  (05) 
1) Character of Paul’s mother in the story, “The Rocking-Horse Winner”. 
2) Pathos in ‘THE REFUGEE’  
3) Significance of the drought in the story “Drought”. 

  C) Read the following poem carefully and answer the questions given at end 
 

                       When I was one and twenty 
                       I heard a wise man say, 
                       "Give crowns, and pounds and guineas 
                       But not your heart away; 
                       Give pearls away and rubies 
                       But keep your fancy free," 
                       But I was one and twenty 
                       No use to talk to me, 
                        
                       When I was one and twenty 
                        I heard him say again, 
                        "The heart out of the bosom 
                        Was never given in vain; 
                       "Tis paid with sighs a plenty 
                        And sold for endless rue," 
                       And I am two and twenty 
                        And oh, 'tis true, 'tis true!  
                                                                 ----A. E. Houseman 

Questions     
1) Which age does the poet mention in this passage? (01) 
2) What experience does the poet describe in this poem? (02) 
3)  Why does the poet say " 'tis true, 'tis true"?                                                               (02)                     
4) Which words in the poem suggest pain that one can experience due to love? (01) 
 

Q3.     Answer the following.  
A) Change the voice. (Any Four)  (04) 

1) Prepare for the worst. 
2) He was given a reward of Rs. 100/- by the police.  
3) Why were you punished by the teacher? 
4) Shastriji gave the slogan 'Jai Jawan, Jai Kisan.' 
5) You must understand that such a thing will not be permitted again. 
        

  B) Change into Indirect speech (Any Four) (04) 
1) He said to his friend, "I bought a house in New Delhi." 
2) Tom said, "Mother, I am hungry." 
3) "Please, help a poor blind boy," said the beggar. 
4) "Do you write a good hand?" asked the employer. 
5) He said, "There was a big fire here last night." 

 
  C) Do as directed. (Any Four)  (04) 

1) In spite of his illness he attended classes.  ( Convert into Compound sentence) 
2) He follows the example which was set by his father. (Convert into simple sentence) 
3) I don't know the time of his arrival.  (Convert into Complex sentence) 
4) He ran away and thus escaped arrest.  (Convert into Simple sentence) 
5) Besides a house, he gave them some land also.  (Convert into Compound sentence) 
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  D) Do as directed.  (Any Four)  (04) 
1) The riddle has been solved.  (Convert into Simple Past Tense) 
2) Community organisations played a major role in decisions making.  (Convert into 

Present continuous tense) 
3) He has a nap in the afternoon. (Convert into Future Continuous tense) 
4) Seshu will apply for leave of absence.  (Convert into present perfect Tense) 
5) Suresh said he will speak to the manager about it.  (Convert into Past perfect Tense) 
 

Q4.  A) Translate the following passage in to Marathi or Hindi. (04) 
  Pygmalion was a sculptor who lived in the island of Cyprus.  For many years he had 

worked with great labour, and at last he could use the chisel with a  master's hand.  The 
great figures that he carved from senseless blocks of marble and wood were so perfect that 
some who came to look at them, really were deceived. They always thought that living men 
and women stood before them.  In spite of the perfection achieved, Pygmalion himself was 
not satisfied with what he had done. He still wished to perfect his work and do something 
better.     

 

  B) Rewrite the sentence according to instructions. (Any Four) (04) 
1) After his father’s __________ , Hari sold the house and went abroad. (Use correct 

alternative ----disease/decease). 
2) You are very clever to solve the equation so quickly. (Make it Exclamatory sentence) 
3) Give verb forms of ---i) Suggestion   ii) Determination 
4) Is not wisdom better than riches?  (Make it Assertive) 
5) I would rather be a doctor ____ a lawyer. (Insert a Conjunction) 

 

  C) Rewrite the sentence according to instruction. (Any Four)  (04) 

1) The train is arriving on time.  (Add Question Tag) 
2) It was in Kashmir that he spent the summer.  (Make it Interrogative) 
3) How kind of you to help him like that!  (Make it Assertive) 
4) ____! What brings you here?  (Insert an Interjection) 
5) I ____ him everywhere, but couldn’t find him.  (use correct form of the verb – seek) 

 
  D) Do as directed. (Any Four)   (04) 

1) He is too noble to harbor ill feelings.  (remove - too ) 
2) As soon as the thief ran out of the jail, the guard fired at him.  (use No sooner ----than) 
3) He had many friends.  He also had several enemies.  (use not only----but also) 
4) I was doubtful whether you would like it.  (Make it Negative) 
5) Mumbai is one of the busiest cities in the world.  (Change the degree) 

 
Q5.    A) Read the following passage carefully and write down the summary of one third in   (04) 
   length. Suggest suitable title. 

There are many different kinds of musical instruments.  They are divided into three 
main classes according to the way that they are played.  For example, some instruments are 
played by blowing air into them.  These are called wind instruments.  Some of these are 
said to be of the woodwind family.  Examples of woodwind instruments are the flute, the 
clarinet and bassoon. Other instruments are made of brass: the trumpet and the horn, for 
example.  There are also various other wind instruments such as the mouth-organ and 
bagpipes.   

Some instruments are played by banging or striking them.  One obvious example is 
the drum, of which there are various kinds.  Instruments like this are called percussion 
instruments. 

The last big group of musical instruments are the ones which have strings.  There are 
two main kinds of stringed instruments: those in which the music is made by plucking the 
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strings, and those where the player draws a bow across the strings.  Examples of the former 
are the harp and the guitar.  Examples of the latter are the violin and cello. 

  
  B) Write an application for the post of an "ACCOUNTS OFFICER" in a firm, with reference 

to an advertisement in THE TIMES OF INDIA, Mumbai --400 001.  (04) 
 

OR 
    Your locality is facing the problem of irregular electric supply.  Write a letter to the sub-

engineer of the Maharashtra State Electricity Board. 
 

  C) Write a paragraph in about 10 –15 lines. (Any One)  (04) 
1) Heavy rains disturb normal life. 
2) Students and social service. 
3) 30 school children killed in bus-truck accident. 

    
  D) Write a report. (Any One)  (04) 

1) Write a report on  Blood Donation Camp, that your college had organised  last 
week.   

2) Write a report on the disaster that was brought about by land sliding and heavy 
rains near the mountainous region. 

3) Write a report on the train accident that took place in your city. 
     
 


